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“As a passionate speaker, Ahmed likes to set the stage and the participants’ minds on fire

with his unconventional talks and visionary thoughts! “

• Ahmed is an award-winning Transformation Practice Leader (UK, 2016) leveraging over 15 years of well-
rounded experience in leading large-scale Technology Enablement, Solution Design/Architecture,
Process Reengineering, CXO Advisory, and Smart Cities Engagements in the EMEA regions (UK, France,
Greece, UAE, KSA, Qatar, Kuwait, Jordan, Libya, and Egypt).

• Eng. Ragab is a visionary transformational leader whose work sits at the intersection of emerging
technologies and the global sustainable agendas. Highly regarded in both the technology sector and
academic arena as a best-selling author of “The Butterfly Organization”.

• As a trusted CXO Advisor, he is currently serving as a Delivery Manager at one of the global technology
giants, Tech Mahindra, leading vertical industries for Oracle Practice – MEA. Prior to joining Tech
Mahindra, Ragab was serving as a regional and international Digital Transformation Advisor for the
European Bank (EBRD), GIZ, Resilience& and various regional consulting and technology firms in
Europe, Middle East and Africa.

• With his niche academic focus; Ahmed has categorially shaped his studies on Smart Cities and
Emerging Technologies at MIT and accomplished his MSc studies in Digital Transformation at the
University of Hull (UK) to deliver a new governance model for adopting sustainable technologies in
smart cities. With this visionary niche, as a guest lecturer, he delivered various classes at the American
University in Cairo, Hult Prize, numerous regional and international events in France, UK, Asia and ME.

• An advocate for sustainable technologies, Ahmed works to bridge the gap between the rapid digital
transformation and the quality of life for future citizens. In his recent TEDxTalk (2021) Ahmed
metaphorically sat the stage to inspire transformational leaders on how to establish authority while
coaching the organizational transformation journey as if it’s a tango dance!

Join Ahmed in his next talk…



Why Smart / Cognitive Cities?

SOCIAL ECONOMIC TECHNOLOGICAL



Indonesia Smart City Vision 2045

Indonesia in 2045 to become the 5th largest 

economy in the world with a GDP of US$7.3 

trillion and per capita income reaching 

US$25,000

Decent Cities

•(comfortable, liveable 
and safe)

Greener Cities

•(resilient to climate 
change and disasters)

Smarter Cities

•that are competitive 
and technology based.



The village of the past 
is the city of the future!

 innovation districts 

 residential, commercial, 

institutional, and entertainment 

spaces co-exist
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